





To see is to be seen, Rilkes poetics 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　“I am beginning to learn to see,” said Malte Laurids Brigge in his “notebooks.” This 
novel, published in 1910, is without doubt one of the most monumental works of 
German prose from the beginning of the 20th century, and it also marks a milestone in 
the literary activities of the author Rainer Maria Rilke. The hero, or rather anti-hero, 
comes from his homeland, Denmark, and settles in Paris, hoping to fi nd a new way of 
living for the new century and to establish himself as a poet. However, the path he 
chooses is lined with difficulties and paradoxes that he neither expected nor 
experienced before. The troublesome process of how he became a poet is the main 
story of the work. For example, he tried to see how people lived, but what he found 
were people dying. Second, although he wanted to experience the fresh feelings of the 
city, he was overwhelmed by the anxiety and fear that the modern metropolis pressed 
upon him. In such a situation he became determined to begin his life again, starting by 
examining his past experiences and the culture he had gained, or believed he had 
gained. This was originally a personally motivated action but, in the course of his 
musings, it becomes a historical reflection on the general culture of mankind. He 
criticizes the life and culture of that period because of the ways in which people are 
living and enjoying themselves. This seemed to him to be, as a whole, base and false. 
Thus, his method of observing the world is completely negative and melancholic and, 
consequently, he attempts to at least change his own way of living. The fi rst thing he 
attempts is to generate his own opinions on the things in and around him, using his 
own senses only. This should be put into practice without any conceptual 
presumptions or prejudices. Then, he compares his perceptions and recognitions with 
general language and, on the basis of this comparison, and if it can bear it, he examines 
the language that his new perceptive experiences have pressed him to. In this way, 
human experiences and language are referred to each other and he can, in a sense, 
build up his experiences and language anew, which means a rebirth and, concurrently, 
the birth of a poet. In addition to this, we cannot forget the process of poetic procedure 
that concerns creating a form. This is not only a technical issue, but also a spiritual 
one. Many German poets, including Goethe, say literature is composed of forms; 
however, this does not only mean static forms, as dynamic forms, which are called 
inner forms, are also present. We could say that Rilke made a great eff ort to acquire 
inner forms using his own methods. We could also point out a characteristic of the 
poet; that aesthetics provides a stimulus to ethics. It is always the case with Rilke that 
aesthetic forms provoke our ethical consciousness. Stimulated by an archaic torso of 
Apollo, the poet gives us the strong spiritual order that “you must change your life.” 






















































3　 Rilke: Die Aufzeichnungen des Malte Laurids Brigge 1910年刊
4　 Die Aufzeichnungen des Malte Laurids Brigge, Rainer Maria Rilke：Sämtliche Werke 



























































































































8　 Brief an Ilse Blumenthal-Weiss, 28. 12. 1921
9　 ebenda

















































































































































13  Rilke Werke 11  S.727-728





























15  Brief an Herman Pongs, 21. 10. 1924


























































17  Rilke: Stunndenbuch Von der Armut und vom Tode 1903年刊
18  Rilke: Stunndenbuch Von der Armut und vom Tode, Rilke Werke 1  S.364



























































20  Rilke: Das Buch der Bilder　1906年刊























































































































































































































































































29  Rilke: Die Sonette an Orpheus  1923年刊



























31  ebenda  S.770
32  ebenda  S.720































































い人の影響だけがそのようでありうるのです。」（1914年 7 月24日）（Rilke: BriefeⅠ/Ⅱ 1950 
Wiesbaden）なお，リルケとヘリングラートとの関係に関しては，次の文献が詳細な事情を知
らせてくれる。Klaus E. Bohnenkamp（Hg.）: Rainer Maria Rilke－Norbert von Hellingraht. 
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